ACCESSING LSAC PREP PLUS in the LAW HUB 2022

STEP 1
Go to https://www.lawhub.lsac.org

STEP 2
Sign in to your LSAC account by inputting your username and password
**STEP 3**
In the **LawHub LIBRARY**, scroll through the screen to check your access to **ALL** of the past tests which are numbered **19 to 89**.
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**STEP 4**
Locate the desired past test. To use it for practicing or for a mock test **select the down arrow**.

**STEP 5**
Select the button that says **New Test**
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STEP 6
- For homework and practicing, select the **Self-Paced Mode**
- For diagnostics and mock LSAT under test conditions, select **Exam Mode**
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STEP 7
Enter the time you have been allotted for each section
- The standard is **35 minutes per section**, which for a diagnostic of 4 sections totals **140 minutes**

STEP 8
To begin an individual section, part of a section or the complete test, select **Start Test**
STEP 9
Choose the Section numbered 1-4, that you would like to use. *If unsure, please FIRST check the syllabus and announcements, then if warranted, ask your instructor*

- Each Section number contains the same, single type of question, throughout all tests.

---

**STEP 10**
To begin a Section, select **GO TO QUESTIONS** which starts the countdown of **Time Remaining**.
STEP 11
MOVING FROM ONE SECTION TO ANOTHER SECTION

(1) In SELF-PACED MODE (homework, practising)
Anytime before or after the countdown timer ends, you are able to move to another Section by selecting Complete Section.

(2) In EXAM MODE (diagnostics, mock testing)
Whether or not you are done with the Section, you MUST WAIT for the timer to end. Only after the timer ends will the option APPEAR for selecting Complete Section.
ACCESSING THE LAW HUB FROM ASSIGNED HOMEWORK

Your homework is to be done within LawHub, and may comprise of assigned questions from Sections taken from the same or from different Past Tests.

- Your instructor will provide a direct link to a specific Past Test in LawHub.
- The link will be in the format:
  lawhub.lsac.org/ref/LSAC###/UOT202#

STEP A
Select the link to go to the assigned past test.
You may be prompted to sign into your PrepPlus account by inputting your username and password.

STEP B
Follow STEP 9 above to choose which Section to use as indicated on the list of homework.